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Safety Delta
building a proactive safety culture
TM

The Greek letter Delta is a mathematical term for an increasing value, and in physics it represents the difference
between two values. So, is Safety Delta a mathematical formula for safety? You could say so – in a way. Delta
stands for difference or change and Safety Delta provides you with a starting point for a changed safety performance.
The Safety Delta concept supports processes and activities helping to build and maintain a proactive safety culture.
It supports a paradigm change from an engineering approach towards a safety culture based on continuous crew
evaluation, dialogue, reflection and development.

Crew makes a diagnosis of the vessel’s safety
condition by answering a survey about safety
practices on board.

DIALOGUE

dialogue about the report results and improvement oportunities are conducted among crew
on board and between ship/shore.
Specific development actions are defined,
planned and executed on board to improve
the safety condition on board.

DEVEL
OP

things depends on our history and experience.
“ The way weButseewhat
if our experience is insufficient – seen from a safety perspective?
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Human performance and safety performance demands constant attention and is often hard to grip in one initiative.
Safety Delta is the answer to the shipping companies having to deal with the demands of the oil majors, comply with the
TMSA requirements, provide soft skills training and competency development, and ensure a safe working environment
for their seafarers.

The wins of Safety Delta
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The Safety Delta cycle:

One tool providing a cost saving
solution – complying with industry
requirements and beyond

• It ensures a constant evaluation of the present safety
performance on board the vessels and thus provides
the basic knowledge to work for improvements.
• Safety Delta makes the training and competency
development activities much more manageable and
effective.
• It ensures a safety focused and improved dialogue on
board and between ship and shore.
• It generates a change in the way safety is perceived
and dealt with in every day operations.
• And eventually it helps you save money since it
embraces a number of essential focus areas in one
plug-and-play solution, which is easy to implement
in any organisation.

Today, when we are on board, we see
“ that
they fill in all papers, which enables
us to make statistics on accidents.
But this is a poor way to do it – this is
how we measure compliance and not
safety behaviour.

Head of Crewing
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Crew Safety Diagnosis – CSD

Dialogue

The Crew Safety Diagnosis is the first stage which provides the analysis of the actual safety condition on board. It
creates an awareness of where and how to improve performance. It is developed by maritime safety experts with a
profound understanding of the safety cultures on board merchant marine vessels.

The only persons who truly experience the safety performance on board are the crew members involved in
the daily tasks. These crew members are also the persons who can and should make corrections or changes,
if needed. Lack of crew reflection, evaluation and awareness of the present on board safety conditions are
the strongest safety barriers that exist.

Essential things to be said about the Crew Safety
Diagnosis are that it:

Only through focused and knowledgeable dialogue will the crew be able to make strong and clever decisions.
The Safety Delta principles stimulate an intelligent dialogue about the true on board safety performance and allow
it to take place across crew and departments.

• Offers a quick and strong overview of the perceived
on board safety conditions and performance

Diagnosis
It takes each crew member approximately
15-20 minutes to provide the anonymous input
for the Crew Safety Diagnosis report.

What can Dialogue do and how?

• Analyses five important safety performance areas
and evaluates five critical safety behaviours
• Is tested by seafarers and office safety staff and
described as a highly important safety performance
tool
• Is user friendly and visually strong

The Crew Safety Diagnosis report:
• Is auto generated and provides the crew with an
instant mirror of safety performance as it is perceived
by the crew.
• Offers a written feedback allowing the crew to make
quick and proactive adjustments before it is too late.
• Includes recommendations on what actions the crew
should take in order to improve the present safety
conditions and performance
• Feedback is kept in a maritime terminology making it
easy to read and relate to
• Supports the crew Dialogue to take place on board and
between ship and shore
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• Safety Delta provides tools to structure a focused and competent dialogue about the present safety performance
on the basis of the CSD report
• The Dialogue tool helps crew to discuss what to: Stop doing... Start doing... Do more of...
• The Dialogue tool helps officers develop an open and assertive safety culture among all crew members
• In extension of the crew dialogue the crew will be able to prepare a Safety Delta Development Plan addressing areas
to be adjusted, improved or developed
Study report

Dialogue opportunities and correlations:

shipboard management
dialogue

Study report
crew-to-crew
dialogue

dialogue meeting
crew and senior
representative
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Study report

office management

dialogue meeting
senior representative and
office representative, SI
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Development

Safety Delta Implementation

The CSD report (Diagnosis) and the Dialogue in extension hereof will help identify focus areas for
improvement or development.

Safety Delta is a plug-and-play solution and the implementation is guided to make the first Safety Delta cycle
smooth and valuable. The Survey and Learning Library can be operated both online and offline and they can
be accessed from platforms that are already well-known in the shipping industry.

The Safety Delta Development provides e.g.:

Green-Jakobsen provides the necessary support and materials to ensure a smooth and problem free introduction to Safety
Delta throughout the organisation. Ready procedures to help verify the proactive processes are prepared to be managed
by the Plan Maintenance System.

• Safety Delta Development Plan (to be completed on
the basis of the determined focus areas)

• Safety games challenging knowledge and understanding
• Safety Leadership tools helping officers to provide
feedback and advice on crew safety performance
• Description of safety competencies and proactive
safety behaviours to be developed by the crew
members
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A start-up package has been designed consisting of:

• The best learning happens at the workplace
while doing the work

• Office staff training and officer seminars, explaining
the concept and how to implement it
• Safety Delta Guidebook, giving guidance and answers
to all your questions

“

It is a strong step on the way
for the continuous implementation
of our safety strategy and
the appraisal system.
It is a continuous effort,
and Safety Delta can keep
the water boiling.
Marine Superintendent

• Multimedia introduction material addressing all crew
and staff

Start-up package
• Office staff training
• Officer seminars
• Guidebook
• Multimedia introduction
• On board kit and game

GJ Support

• Safety Delta on board kit/game with questions and
answers

Today, when we are on board, we see
“ that
they fill in all papers, which enables

us to make statistics on accidents.
But this is a poor way to do it – this is
how we measure compliance and not
safety
behaviour.
							

Crew makes a DIAGN
condition by answe
practices on board.
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• On board training modules including instructor guide
lines and ideas for the training exercises with easy
reference to the CSD report recommendations

• True learning happens when the correct blend
between challenge and support is created

D

Safety Delta Learning Library provides learning and
development tools, best practice descriptions, methods
and ideas including:

The Safety Delta Development philosophy is that:

NT
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• Tools to support, guide and instruct seafarers how to
train their fellow crew members in important safety
tools and processes

development

DIALOGUE abou
ment oportun
on board and b
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• Support to on board crew to manage the identified
learning and development needs

TM

planned
the safe

			Head of Crewing
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Studiestraede 14 A, 3rd floor
DK - 1455 Copenhagen K
Denmark
Tel. +45 7020 0881
cph@green-jakobsen.com
www.green-jakobsen.com
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